Software Engineer (m/f/x) – Framework development

Do you want to drive innovation?

PreciPoint GmbH, headquartered in Freising near Munich, develops intelligent microscopy systems and innovative analysis software that digitises laboratory work and allows the user to experience the joy of microscopy.

We always strive to be at the cutting edge of what is possible and therefore continuously develop and expand our microscopy software and cloud platform. To join our IT team in this effort at our Freising office, we are looking for framework development specialists in fulltime (40 h/w) on a permanent basis, who can start immediately.

Your tasks

● Framework design for the next generation of PreciPoint’s microscopy software
● Development of an IP-based streaming system architecture
● Maintenance and expansion of the existing codes in C#
● Customer support via telephone or remote desktop support sessions

Your profile

● Successfully completed Computer Science degree or comparable training
● Experience with high volume image processing in a .NET environment (OpenCV or EMGUCV), preferably gained in a medical context
● Practical knowledge of automatisation processes, source control programmes (Git / SVN) and parallel programming (TPL), ideally also of designing user interfaces (WPF / MVVM)
● Fluency in written and spoken English as well as German skills at a conversational level
● Driving license

Your benefits

● Chance to co-develop world leading disruptive technologies
● Flexible working hours and home office option
● Agile development environment

We are looking for people with a passion for technology and inspiring projects, who like to challenge fast paced environments and think in solutions.

Does that sound like you?

Then send your application (incl. cover letter, salary expectation and possible start date) as PDF to Fiona Rosbach (Talent Recruitment) at recruiting@precipoint.de.

PreciPoint GmbH, Alois-Steinecker-Str. 22, D-85354 Freising near Munich, www.precipoint.de